
DS-40i Folder Inserter

Faster than 
a manual 
process Error 

Eliminate Ease-of-use

Fast, Easy, Compact



DS-40i DS-40i

Simplify Your Document Process

A smart, versatile workstation to meet your mailing needs 

Sending your customer communications is an essential part of your business. The DS-40i helps to convey a professional 

image with neat folds and correctly located addresses. Documents are collated and assembled before folding them so 
when opened all the documents are presented together and in the right order. So having a mailing process that is fast 
and efficient is just as essential. With the DS-40i folder inserter, you can automate mail processing so that job completion 
can be cut from hours to minutes. When using a manual process, you lose time that could be put towards other valuable 
tasks. With the DS-40i, your automated process will allow you to refocus your time, cutting costs and allowing you to 
engage in a new way with your customers.  

Design Versatility

Thirteen times faster than a manual process, the DS-40i's 
proven ease-of-use will allow you to complete your jobs 
quickly and efficiently. Its office-friendly clamshell design 
provides easy accessibility to all parts of the folding area 
and paper path.

3. Foldable Catch Tray
Process a variety of
envelopes, including C5
and C5/6 envelopes using
the adjustable catch tray.
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2. Touchscreen Display
Integrated 5-inch colour touchscreen
with Wizard for easy and intuitive
operation.
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4. Inserts and BRE Feeder
Insert specific communications, such as flyers
or marketing messages using this special
insert feeder.

Reduced operating costs via mail 
automation

Expense Control
Documents are always sent to the 
correct recipients

Risk Mitigation

Faster turnaround from customers 
via mail automation

Revenue Growth
Present a highly professional image

Customer Engagement

User-Friendly System

The DS-40i includes an intuitive 5-inch glass, colour 
touchscreen for easy machine operation. With the 
incorporated Wizard software, you will be able to easily 
program, adjust settings, and run your jobs; letting the 
software guide you each step of the way.

Flexible Document Feeding 
The DS-40i can work with a wide variety of documents, such as invoices, statements, inserts, and envelopes.  With 
double feeding detection, you can rest assured that your communications are sent to the correct recipients. Give your 
communications a professional look and feel by choosing one of the four folding choices: Letter fold,  single fold, double 
parallel, and tri-fold. 

Business Impact

1. Document and Insert Feeders
Two document feeders and one insert feeder
provide increased productivity and versatility.

DS-40i
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We’ve Got You Covered

European Postal Systems has the head office in Berkshire, with a network of engineers across the country to provide 
local customer support from trained technicians who are ready to assist you. You can be confident that when you 
need knowledgeable support or expert service, our local professionals will be there to help.  

About European Postal Systems Ltd
Our aim at European Postal Systems Ltd is to provide a high level of customer service, for the small business to the large 
corporate companies. Our promise is to look after you from start to end and pride ourselves on the service we offer.

We believe the customer comes first, which is why our experienced customer support team is always on hand, ensuring any 
query is dealt with promptly and efficiently.

For more information: www.europeanpostalsystems.co.uk

email: sales@europeanpostalsystems.co.uk

Specifications

Colour touch screen Yes Insert/BRE feeder capacity 100

Job memory Up to 15 programmable jobs Insert weight 75-250gsm

Operating modes Manual or automatic BRE weight 75-120gsm

Operating modes Manual or automatic Insert/BRE size Up to 158mm length

Sheet  feeders 2 Hopper capacity 100

Insert/BRE feeder 1 Envelope size C5, 152mm x 229mm, C5/6, DL, #10

Folding capacity Up to 5 sheets System Specifications

Fold types
Letter, single, double parallel 
and tri-fold

Length x Height x Depth 658 x 540 x 420 (mm)

Document feeder capacity 100 sheets Weight 37kg

Document weight 65-120gsm

Document size Up to 355mm

Speak directly to a member of our sales team today on 
0870 066 3526




